
ABET EAC Student Outcome 5 Assessment of Teammate. Teammate Name :____________________________________
Graduates will demonstrate an ability to function effectively on a team whose members together provide leadership, create a collaborative and inclusive 
environment, establish goals, plan tasks, and meet objectives 

Performance Indicator Unsatisfactory Developing Meets Expectations Exceeds Expectations 1. Team shares leadership  
 

Does not offer to perform or accept a lead role at anypoint during the project 
Rarely takes a lead role during the project, or does so ineffectively. 

Takes a significant lead roleat some point in the project. 
Takes significant lead roles that enhance the effectiveness of the team. 

2. Collaboration and inclusive environment   

Regularly excludes or discourages one or more team members from participation 

Occasionally excludes or discourages one or more team members from participation. 

Rarely excludes or discourages any members from participation. 
Actively ensures that allteam members are engaged, with no team member left out. 3. Goals are established by team  

Does not contribute to establishment of goals. Occasionally contributes to establishing goals, but goalsoften not very realistic  
Works with most of the team to establish goals that are mostly realistic 

Works with the entire team to establish realistic goals 

4. Tasks are planned by the team  
Does not plan tasks, or does not clearly define tasks. Occasionally works with the team on establishing tasks  Tasks are mostly ineffective

Works with most of the team to plan tasks that are mostly effective 
Works with the entire team to plan effective tasks 

5. Objectives are met with participation of the team  
Does not participate in meeting objectives.  Participates, but assignedobjectives are not met. 

Occasionally participates in meeting objectives.  Few assigned objectives are met. 

Participates with most of the team to meet some objectives.  Most assigned objectives are met. 

Actively participates with the entire team in meeting all of the objectives 

Provide comments here to justify any rating other than “Meets Expectations” (use back if necessary): 

ABET EAC Student Outcome 5 Self-Assessment. My Name:____________________________________
Graduates will demonstrate an ability to function effectively on a team whose members together provide leadership, create a collaborative and inclusive 
environment, establish goals, plan tasks, and meet objectives 

Performance Indicator Unsatisfactory Developing Meets Expectations Exceeds Expectations 1. Team shares leadership  Does not offer to perform or accept a lead role at anypoint during the project 
Rarely takes a lead role during the project, or does so ineffectively. 

Takes a significant lead roleat some point in the project. 
Takes significant lead roles that enhance the effectiveness of the team. 

2. Collaboration and inclusive environment  
Regularly excludes or discourages one or more team members from participation 

Occasionally excludes or discourages one or more team members from participation. 

Rarely excludes or discourages any members from participation. 
Actively ensures that allteam members are engaged, with no team member left out. 

3. Goals are established by team   

Does not contribute to establishment of goals. Occasionally contributes to establishing goals, but goalsoften not very realistic  
Works with most of the team to establish goals that are mostly realistic 

Works with the entire team to establish realistic goals 

4. Tasks are planned by the team   

Does not plan tasks, or does not clearly define tasks. Occasionally works with the team on establishing tasks  Tasks are mostly ineffective

Works with most of the team to plan tasks that are mostly effective 
Works with the entire team to plan effective tasks 

5. Objectives are met with participation of the team  
Does not participate in meeting objectives.  Participates, but assignedobjectives are not met. 

Occasionally participates in meeting objectives.  Few assigned objectives are met. 

Participates with most of the team to meet some objectives.  Most assigned objectives are met. 

Actively participates with the entire team in meeting all of the objectives 

Provide comments here to justify any rating other than “Meets Expectations” (use back if necessary): 


